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0. Introcution

▪ EVALAM is specialized in the manufacture of architectural EVA, created in 2005, that offers  solutions for homes, 

companies, manufacturers and architects. 

▪ The brand has a unique experience to meet the needs of glass lamination for facade and interior use through a wide 

range of EVA and other exclusive products. 

▪ Our high quality control process  in our own production plant in La Coruña ( Spain) has allowed it to obtain ISO quality.

▪ We have our own engineering and technical development departments available to customers.

▪ More than 50 certificates granted by external laboratories.

▪ Our Experience is supported by a 1M€ civil liability policy. 

▪ Day by day, Evalam is the solution chosen for the laminated glasses for large projects.

▪ Evalam belongs entirely to the Pujol Group, a leading company in the sector. 

COMPANY HIGHLIGHTS

AUTHOR OF THE REPORT

▪ This report has been prepared in March 2020 by Engineer José Ignacio FIDALGO from Polaris consulting.
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1. What temperature can a photovoltaic module reach in the field?

CONCLUSIONS

Reference 1 Evaluation of high-temperature exposure of rack-mounted photovoltaic modules
Photovoltaic Specialists Conference (PVSC), 2009 34th IEEE

Several references have been found in which it is said that a photovoltaic module can reach temperatures close to 100ºC

Regarding short-term exposure to very high temperatures, we conclude that rack-mounted
modules experience temperatures as high as 75°C and roof-mounted modules experience
temperatures as high as 96°C. Modules may experience even higher temperatures at the
junction box, or if cells are shaded. Some new encapsulant materials may not be able to
withstand these high temperatures. It may be valuable to add a test that exposes the module to
a high temperature for a short time (~1 h) to determine whether a radical phase change of a
material may have a detrimental effect on the module.

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/224113570_Evaluation_of_high-temperature_exposure_of_rack-mounted_photovoltaic_modules
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Reference 2
Evaluation of high‐temperature exposure of photovoltaic modules
Prog. Photovolt: Res. Appl. 2011; 19:954–965

Several references have been found in which it is said that a photovoltaic module can reach temperatures close to 100ºC

1. What temperature can a photovoltaic module reach in the field?

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/pip.1103
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▪ EVA has been used for more than 40 years as an encapsulating material for photovoltaic modules

▪ Normally, the guarantees on photovoltaic modules refer to two different concepts1:
▪ Material guarantee, varies between 1 to 5 years
▪ Generated power guarantee:

▪ Retention of 90% of the nominal power for 10-12 years
▪ Retention of 80% of the nominal power for 20-25 years

▪ Some field degradation studies show how modules made of EVA comply with these warranty periods:

“The Institute for Environment and Sustainability analysed the performance of 40 silicon (poly and mono) crystalline PV modules that
had been working for 20–22 years in Ispra (Italy). Modules encapsulated with EVA and a Tedlar aluminium back sheet had a 14,8%
mean power degradation.”2

1 Prog. Photovolt: Res. Appl. 2008; 16:419–433
2 Prog. Photovolt: Res. Appl. 2008; 2006; 14: 53–64.

2. What evidences is there on EVA performance under these conditions?
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2. What evidences is there on EVA performance under these conditions?

▪ EVALAM is able to withstand 1000h at 85ºC and 85% relative humidity, with very good
retention of glass adhesion values.

▪ Attempts to extend this accelerated test for more hours (2000h, 3000h) have failed, since
failure mechanisms are produced that are not observed in aged modules in the field.3

3 Energy Procedia 33 (2013) 256 - 264

▪ One of the accelerated tests used for the certification of photovoltaic modules according to the IEC 61215 standard is the
wet heat test (1000 hours at 85ºC and 85% relative humidity.

▪ Certification according to this standard is an essential requirement for a manufacturer to guarantee its modules for the
periods previously described.

EVALAM
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3. Mechanical properties of the EVA cured at high temperatures. In which state
is it? And the PVB?

▪ Once cured EVA is a thermosetting elastomeric material,
which reaches a "rubbery plateau"

▪ The module of this “rubbery plateau” is higher when the level
of cure of the EVA is higher

Rubbery plateau
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3. Mechanical properties of the EVA cured at high temperatures. In which state
is it? And the PVB?

▪ However, PVB is a thermoplastic material that at 85 - 100ºC is on 
its Tg and its Tm

▪ For this reason, the PVB at that temperature should have a 
certain tendency to creep (creep test), while the cured EVA 
should not undergo dimensional changes.

CREEP TEST
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4. Creep test

▪ The following graph4 shows how glass + glass laminates made with PVB undergo displacement of the glass sheets, while
those made with EVALAM remain unchanged. This performance is nor applicable to Chinese and Not Crosslink EVA (NC-
EVA)

4 PVTech 2012-09, pags 128 -138

NC-EVA=Not Crosslink Eva
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4. Creep test

▪ What is the "creep test"? It consists on determining the creep resistance of some samples by subjecting them to mechanical
stress for a certain time and at a certain temperature. At the end of the test, the dimensional change of the sample is
determined.

▪ These photos show the test carried out with glass / glass test pieces. The clamp holds the protruding part of one of the
glasses, being the other glass the one that applies the mechanical stress.
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▪ EVA has been demonstrated for more than 40 years that it is capable of withstanding the harshest conditions of

exposure to high temperatures, high levels of irradiation and thermal shocks as an encapsulant.

▪ The architectural component known as "sprandel" seems to be a less demanding application than that of a

photovoltaic module, so it seems reasonable to be able to give the same guarantees for materials that are given

for photovoltaic modules (5 years, see slide Nº5)

▪ The cured EVA should outperform the PVB in both climatic tests (damp heat test) and mechanical (creep test or

creep test)

5. Conclusions


